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A B S T R A C T

The human ventral visual cortex is functionally organized into different domains that sensitively respond to
different categories, such as words and objects. There is heated debate over what principle constrains the loca-
tions of those domains. Taking the visual word form area (VWFA) as an example, we tested whether the word
preference in this area originates from the bottom-up processes related to word shape (the shape hypothesis) or
top-down connectivity of higher-order language regions (the connectivity hypothesis). We trained subjects to
associate identical, meaningless, non-word-like figures with high-level features of either words or objects. We
found that the word-feature learning for the figures elicited the neural activation change in the VWFA, and
learning performance effectively predicted the activation strength of this area after learning. Word-learning ef-
fects were also observed in other language areas (i.e., the left posterior superior temporal gyrus, postcentral gyrus,
and supplementary motor area), with increased functional connectivity between the VWFA and the language
regions. In contrast, object-feature learning was not associated with obvious activation changes in the language
regions. These results indicate that high-level language features of stimuli can modulate the activation of the
VWFA, providing supportive evidence for the connectivity hypothesis of words processing in the ventral occi-
pitotemporal cortex.
1. Introduction

Recent neuropsychological and neuroimaging research has revealed
that the ventral occipito-temporal visual cortex in the human brain is
functionally organized into different domains showing specialization for
different categories, such as words, animals, and scenes (Mahon and
Caramazza, 2009; Grill-Spector and Weiner, 2014; Bi et al., 2016). One
key relevant question is what drives this organizational principle in the
cortex. Two influential hypotheses have been proposed (Mahon and
Caramazza, 2011; Hannagan et al., 2015). The shape hypothesis assumes
that the category-specific distribution in the ventral visual cortex is
determined by the shape information of stimuli (e.g., eccentricity, cur-
vature; Hasson et al., 2002; Nasr et al., 2014; Srihasam et al., 2014),
while the connectivity hypothesis argues that it is constrained by its
innate connectivity with high-level regions (Mahon and Caramazza,
2011).

Here, we tested the above two hypotheses for the case of the visual
word form area (VWFA), which is located in the middle fusiform gyrus of
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the left ventral visual cortex (Schlaggar and Mccandliss, 2007; Dehaene
and Cohen, 2011; Carreiras et al., 2014) and shows selective activity for
words stronger than other categories (faces, buildings and so on). Studies
have shown that the high responses for words of the VWFA could be
accounted for by physical shapes of words (e.g., line conjunctions, ec-
centricity; Szwed et al., 2011; Srihasam et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2019).
While other studies found that the word-specific responsivity of the
VWFA occurs irrespective of low-level visual properties (Dehaene et al.,
2001; Hasson et al., 2002), sensory modality (Reich et al., 2011; Strie-
m-amit et al., 2011) and language type (Bolger et al., 2005; Tan et al.,
2005). Furthermore, some studies found that the VWFA is connected to
high-level language regions, such as the left superior temporal gyrus
(STG)/sylvian fissure for phonological processing (Price, 2012; Dewitt
and Rauschecker, 2013; Chen et al., 2019) and the left frontal lobes for
semantic and syntactic processing (Sahin, 2009; Price, 2012). The loca-
tion of word selectivity in the VWFA of literate 8-year-olds could be
predicted from their own neuroanatomical “connectivity fingerprints” in
preschool, at age 5 (Saygin et al., 2016). Although this evidence could not
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deny the role of visual features in VWFA, these results suggested that the
activity in the VWFAmight be influenced by other high-level areas rather
than the pure function of visual input.

However, the previous studies might not have provided conclusive
evidence to distinguish the above two hypotheses for the following rea-
sons. (1) Most studies on the VWFA adopted native language words as
stimulus materials. Given that the acquisition of a word in natural situ-
ations is always simultaneously learned in both the context of its shape
and high-level language features, it is difficult to differentiate whether
the emergence of the VWFA is driven by its word-like shape or by the
high-level language areas. Hence, it becomes particularly important to
investigate this issue by using novel stimuli for subjects. (2) Indeed, some
studies have revealed that the VWFA appeared when novel visual words
of nonnative languages were learned through phonology (Xue et al.,
2006; Brem et al., 2014), semantics (Xue et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2019)
or even simple action (Song et al., 2012). Since these studies adopted
word-like shapes and language features to be learned at the same time,
they could not distinguish the above two hypotheses. (3) Although a few
elegant studies have observed the VWFA selectivity of activity by using
stimuli with non-word-like shapes (Song et al., 2010, 2012; Moore et al.,
2013; Martin et al., 2019), the training procedure always associated a
stimulus with a given actual word. It is unclear whether VWFA
involvement after word learning was induced by novel stimuli or asso-
ciated actual words. (4) More importantly, the training literature usually
investigated the activation changes in the VWFA only by the contrast
between pre- and posttraining activation in the VWFA area, without
considering the learning effects for other categories. Thus, it is unknown
whether the VWFA emerged only when the stimuli were trained as words
(i.e., word specificity) or any objects (i.e., domain generality).

To overcome the above limitations of previous research, the present
study conducted a functional MRI (fMRI) experiment to explore whether
the appearance of the VWFA could be modulated by the learning of high-
level language information for non-word-like novel stimuli regardless of
their shapes. Specifically, we adopted a feature-associated learning
paradigm in which 16 identical non-word-like meaningless figures were
learned as having a word or object identity by associating the figures with
word or object features, respectively. We first performed a whole-brain
analysis to inspect whether the word-identity acquisition for a
nonsense shape could change the activation of the VWFA area as well as
other language areas. Then, to more closely examine the word-learning
effects in language regions, we carried out a region of interest (ROI)
analysis in the VWFA and other high-level language regions. This analysis
explored whether word learning relative to object learning modulated
the ROIs’ activation intensity, activation pattern, and functional con-
nectivity strength. Because our stimuli, consisting of meaningless, non-
word-like shapes, were simultaneously learned as representations of
words or objects but were not actual words or objects, the influence of
stimuli shapes could be excluded. In this case, if word-specific learning
effects could still be observed in the VWFA and the language network
connecting with it, it can be inferred that the effects resulted from the
language experience rather than the stimulus shape. To our knowledge,
this is the first well-controlled study directly examining the connectivity
hypothesis for the VWFA.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Seventy-five college students were recruited. All were right-handed
native speakers of Chinese and had a normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. Forty-nine of the subjects participated in the assessments of the
meaninglessness and categorical bias for novel figure stimuli. The
remaining 26 subjects (average age: 22 � 1.98 years old; 5 males) took
part in the fMRI experiment and were randomly and equally divided into
two groups (the word- and object-learning groups). This study protocol
was approved by Beijing Normal University’s Institutional Review Board.
2

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the
experiments.

2.2. Stimuli

Sixteen novel figures were created (see Fig. 1A). Each consisted of
lines or arcs and was surrounded by a circle with a 150-pixel radius. To
confirm that the figures were not meaningful and were not real words or
real objects before they were learned, we had subjects evaluate the
meaninglessness and categorical bias of the stimuli by the 49 subjects.
The evaluation was performed using a 7-point grading scale (1 ¼ very
high, 4 ¼ medium, 7 ¼ very low) and answering three questions: how
likely was the figure to be (1) a meaningful thing, (2) a real word, and (3)
a real object? To compare the evaluation scores of the novel figures with
those of standard stimuli for each question, we additionally added three
other types of assessment materials: 5 meaningless symbols, 10 real
Chinese words, and 20 real objects. Moreover, to further avoid subjects’
response bias for the above stimuli, we also added other types of fillers (5
pseudo-Chinese words, 5 Korean words, 5 ancient words, and 5 abstract
line drawings) (Fig. 1B). All 71 stimuli were pseudorandomly presented.
The evaluation scores of the novel figures for the meaningfulness ques-
tion were close to those for meaningless symbols (4.84 � 1.02 vs. 5.07 �
0.89; t < 1.37, p > 0.15; Fig. 1B). Moreover, the scores of the novel
figures for the word- and object-likelihood questions were significantly
higher than the scores of the real words (5.79� 1.10 vs. 1.51 � 0.47; t ¼
3.03, p < 0.01) and real objects (4.84 � 1.01 vs. 1.41 � 0.32; t ¼ 4.71, p
< 0.01), respectively. These results indicate that the novel figures were
meaningless and quite dissimilar to real words or objects.

2.3. Behavioral training procedure

A feature-based associative learning paradigm was adopted to train
subjects to learn the 16 meaningless figures as word or object identities
(Fig. 1C). Specifically, when a figure was learned as a word identity, it
was associated with two linguistic features: one of four grammatical
categories (i.e., adjective, adverb, preposition, auxiliary) and one of 16
pronunciations (/bazo/, /biba/, /desa/, /dogu/, /gike/, /gapo/, /haga/,
/keso/, /mate/, /mude/, /pehi/, /poni/, /ponu/, /yuri/, /woke/, and
/zume/). In order to prevent the pronunciations from being close to real
Chinese words, these pronunciations were created as bisyllabic pseudo-
words by combining 12 consonants and 5 vowels of Esperanto using the
“espeakers” speech synthesizer software (http://espeak.sourceforge.ne
t/). Similarly, when a figure was learned as an object identity, it was
associated with two object features: one of four material properties (i.e.,
metal, wood, glass, and plastics) and one of 16 nonvisual semantic fea-
tures from Binder et al. (2016) (12 sensorimotor features: cold,
foot-operated, hand-operated, heavy, hot, insipid, light, noisy, quiet,
rough, scented, and smooth; 2 spatial features: indoor, and outdoor; and
2 emotional features: delightful, and frightening).

We developed two feature-learning tasks (i.e., association and
matching) in which subjects were trained to learn the figures as word or
object identities and two feature-testing tasks (i.e., recognition and
generation) in which subjects were assessed on howwell the figures were
learned (Fig. 1C). In the feature association learning task, subjects were
instructed to associate each figure with its two corresponding features as
accurately as possible. Each figure was visually presented on the screen
with the written names of the two features, except that the pronunciation
feature was listened to through clicking a trumpet logo on the screen. The
feature matching learning task involved simultaneously presenting a
figure and two features; subjects were required to judge which feature
matched the figure based on the above association task. The correct
answer was provided following the subject’s response. The feature
recognition testing task was identical to the above matching task, except
that no feedback on the correct answer was given. The feature genera-
tion testing task required the subjects to write down or speak the two
learned features for each of the visually presented figures.

http://espeak.sourceforge.net/
http://espeak.sourceforge.net/


Fig. 1. Experimental stimuli and paradigm. The highlighted training stimuli in Figure B are the ones in Figure A. The full names of the tasks in Figure D are given
in Figure C.
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The training was completed between two MRI scans in a self-paced
manner in 5 separate sessions on separate days within a span of 2
weeks (Fig. 1D). During each of the first four sessions, the two learning
tasks were performed several times. The recognition testing task was also
completed before the learning tasks from the second session. The gen-
eration testing task was added at the end of training in the third sessions.
The final session included only the two testing tasks and occurred the day
before the second MRI scan. A subject was trained for approximately 1 h
per session, with the criterion that he or she mastered more than a
quarter of the figures presented in the previous session. The word- and
object-learning subject groups (n ¼ 13, each group) performed the word-
and object-learning/testing tasks, respectively.

Note that we enabled the associated features to be presented in an
identical way (i.e., verbal words) between object and word categories. If,
in this case, a neutrally relevant distinction between the categories was
still observed, it might mainly originate from the abstract meanings of the
learned features rather than the physical shapes or training their ways.
2.4. Neuroimaging data acquisition

The 26 subjects who participated in behavioral training were scanned
twice (Fig. 1D) using a 3T Siemens Trio Tim scanner at the MRI center,
Beijing Normal University. The images included two task-fMRI data
[main experiment for investigating the learning effects and localizer
experiment for defining the language ROIs] and three other types of data
[3D sagittal T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient-echo
3

imaging (3D imaging), resting-state fMRI, and diffusion-weighted im-
aging (DWI)]. Both the pre- and posttraining scans collected all the data
with identical procedures, except that the posttraining scan did not
include the language ROI localizer experiment. The resting-state fMRI
and DWI data were not used in the present study.

Task-fMRI experiments. The main experiment was used to examine
the learning effects when the 16 meaningless shapes were learned as
word identities relative to object identities. We also designed two filler
conditions: fixation and color bar trials. These conditions were incorpo-
rated into 2 runs, each consisting of 16 blocks (6 meaningless figure
blocks, 6 color bar blocks, and 4 fixation blocks). Sets of figure and color
bar blocks were separated by one fixation block. Each shape block
included 10 stimuli, and each stimulus was visually presented 800 ms
followed by a blank screen for 1200 ms. The participants performed a
one-back repetition detection task in which a stimulus was presented on
each trial, and the participants were instructed to press a button with
their right index finger whenever the stimulus was repeated from the
previous trial. In total, each figure or color bar was presented 7–8 times.
In the fixation block, a fixation stimulus appeared for 14 s in the center of
the screen and was passively viewed. The language ROI localizer
experiment was used to predefine the language ROIs. This experiment
had two runs, and each run included three main conditions (Chinese
characters, line-drawing objects, scrambled line-drawing objects) and
one baseline condition (fixation stimuli). The scrambled stimuli were
created by randomizing the square cells of the gridded line-drawing
object pictures. Each run contained 5 blocks of each main condition
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and 6 blocks of the fixation condition. Each of the stimuli in the main
conditions was visually presented with a fixation at the center of the
screen for 350 ms followed by a 350-ms blank screen. In the fixation
block, a fixation stimulus was presented for 14 s. For every condition,
participants were asked to passively view the fixation stimulus.

MRI acquisition parameters. The task and resting-state fMRI data
were collected with the T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI)
sequence: repetition time (TR) ¼ 2000 ms, echo time (TE) ¼ 30 ms, flip
angle ¼ 90�, field of view (FOV) ¼ 192 � 192 mm, slice thickness ¼ 3.5
mm, and voxel size ¼ 3.0 � 3.0 � 3.5 mm. Structural 3D data were
obtained with the following parameters: 144 slices, TR ¼ 2530 ms, TE ¼
3.39 ms, flip angle ¼ 7�, FOV ¼ 256 � 256 mm, slice thickness ¼ 1.33
mm, and voxel size ¼ 1.3 � 1.0 � 1.3 mm. DWI data were acquired in
two runs. Each run contained 30 diffusion weighting directions with a b
value of 1000 s/mm2 and 1 null b value data (TR¼ 8000ms, TE¼ 89 ms,
FOV ¼ 282 � 282 mm, slice thickness ¼ 2 mm, and voxel size ¼ 2.2 �
2.2 � 2.2 mm).

2.5. Functional MRI data preprocessing

The task-state fMRI data were analyzed with SPM12 (http://www.fil
.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The first 10 s of each run were excluded from the
analysis to allow for the initial stabilization of the fMRI signal. The
preprocessing procedure included slice timing, motion correction,
normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and
smoothing with an isotropic 8-mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
Gaussian kernel. For each individual subject, the data were first high-pass
filtered and then fitted by a general linear model (GLM) modeled by a
boxcar regressor matching its time course to estimate the condition ef-
fect. Two runs from 2 subjects (one per subject group) were excluded
from our analyses due to excessive head motion (>2 mm) and rotation
(>2�).

2.6. Word-learning effects in the whole brain

For each voxel in the gray matter atlas of the DPABI package (htt
p://rfmri.org/dpabi), we performed a 2 * 2 mixed analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The independent variables had a within-subject factor (i.e.,
training session: pre-vs. posttraining) and a between-subject factor (i.e.,
subject group: word-vs. object-learning group). The dependent variable
was the percent signal change (PSC) of average blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) on the voxel in the main fMRI experiment. The false
discovery rate (FDR) was applied to correct the multiple comparisons (q
< 0.05, cluster size > 30 voxels).

2.7. Word-learning effects in the language ROIs

For a more detailed investigation of the word-learning effects in
language regions, we inspected whether the word learning relative to the
object learning changed 1) activation intensity of the VWFA and other
language ROIs, 2) activation pattern of them, and 3) functional connec-
tivity strength between them. The following will first describe how the
language ROIs were obtained and then describe how the effects were
analyzed.

Definition of language ROIs. The ROIs included the VWFA and other
high-level language regions in the left hemisphere. These ROIs were
extracted through our localizer fMRI data using common approaches
(Glezer et al., 2009). 1) The VWFA ROI. This ROI was first created at the
individual subject level with original size (individual i.e., original-sized
individual VWFA, or original-sized iVWFA) and extracted as the largest
cluster responsive to words versus scrambled objects (FDR corrected, q<
0.05) masked by the contrast of words versus line-drawing objects in the
left ventral visual cortex for each subject (p < 0.05, uncorrected). If the
VWFA cluster of a subject could not be defined or had less than 5 voxels
under this threshold, we extracted the cluster responsive to words versus
scrambled objects located around the left middle fusiform gyrus (FDR
4

corrected, q < 0.05). In addition, we also created 6 other ROIs for the
VWFA. To further investigate whether the above effects observed in the
original ROI were confounded by the different VWFA ROI sizes across
subjects (which ranged from 5 to 63 voxels), each ROI was created as
three same sizes of spheres whose centers were located in the peak voxel
of the corresponding cluster: 6-mm–, 9-mm– and 12-mm–radius spheres
(i.e., spherical individual VWFA, or spherical iVWFA). To further delin-
eate the functional differences across the ventral visual cortex, we also
anatomically created a set of 9-mm radius spherical VWFA ROIs along the
y-axis of the ventral visual cortex on the basis of the literature (Cohen
et al., 2000; Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 2018): the posterior VWFA (pVWFA;
center coordinates: 45 -72 -10), classic VWFA (cVWFA: 43 -54 -12), and
anterior VWFA (aVWFA: 43 -48 -12). 2) Other language ROIs. They were
extracted at the group level on the localizer fMRI data and were the
clusters for the contrast of words versus line-drawing objects in the left
hemisphere (FDR corrected, q < 0.05; cluster size > 20 voxels; Vinckier
et al., 2007).

Activation intensity in language ROIs: voxelwise univariate anal-
ysis. This analysis was used to find the ROIs whose activation magnitude
significantly changed due to the acquisition of language experience. For
each ROI, we first separately investigated the training effect (pre- vs.
posttraining session) in each subject group. Using a paired-samples t-test,
we compared the mean values of the BOLD PSC in all voxels of the ROI
between the two sessions. We then compared the training effect between
the two subject groups. Using 2 * 2 mixed ANOVA, we examined the
interaction effects between training sessions and subject groups.

Activation patterns in language ROIs: multivoxel pattern analysis
(MVPA). MVPA was used to further complement and confirm the find-
ings in the above univariate analysis (Haxby et al., 2001; Norman et al.,
2006; Jiang et al., 2018). It examined whether the word-identity learning
for novel figures elicited a more similar activation pattern to that of real
words in each ROI. This was done by comparing the similarity values of
activation patterns when viewing real words and novel figures between
pretraining and posttraining. Specifically, for each ROI, we first extracted
four BOLD PSC values for viewing novel figures (from two factors) for
each voxel in the ROI on each subject: 2 training sessions (pre-vs. post-
training) * 2 subject groups (word-vs. object learning). Then, we
extracted the BOLD PSC value for viewing real words in the localizer
fMRI experiment. Third, each value of novel figures was correlated with
the value of real words for each subject across the voxels in the ROI, and
the correlation efficiencies were Fisher z-transformed. Fourth, the
training effects of each subject group were examined by comparing the
transformed coefficients between the pre- and posttraining scans in each
subject group. Finally, the interaction between the two factors was
tested.

Because this and the following analyses required an ROI with the
same size across subjects, the original-sized individual VWFAs were not
used.

Connectivity strength between the VWFA and other language ROIs:
psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis. During a cognitive fMRI
task, PPI analysis can be implemented to find task-related changes in the
functional connectivity between two brain areas (Friston et al., 1997;
Reilly et al., 2012). It was adopted here to investigate whether
word-learning training modulated the strength of functional connectivity
between the VWFA and other language ROIs. For each spherical VWFA
ROI, we first extracted the time course of each main fMRI experimental
condition in the ROI as a seed using the SPM12 PPI Toolbox. Then, the
time course of each experimental contrast was created for the training
stimuli in the pre- and posttraining scans (training stimuli vs. baseline,
respectively). The time course of the experimental contrast was then
convolved with the hemodynamic response function (HRF) to generate
an HRF-convolved-task-time course. Second, the PPI variables were
created as the element-by-element product of the
HRF-convolved-task-time course and the seed ROI time course. Third, a
new GLM was established with the first regressor as the PPI variable
created in the above procedure. The significance of this regressor
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indicated whether activity in the region was more correlated with ac-
tivity in the VWFA when viewing the novel figures. Fourth, for each
subject group, we performed a planned contrast to investigate the
training effect, in which we compared the mean regressor value of the
PPI variable for all voxels in the higher-order language ROI individually
for each subject between pre- and posttraining scans. Finally, a mixed
two-factor ANOVA was applied to compare the training effect in the two
subject groups.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral performance

Two groups of subjects (n¼ 26) were trained to associate the same 16
figures with high-level features of either words (pronunciation and word
class) or objects (material property and other semantic features of ob-
jects) (Fig. 1). Behavioral performance in the two testing tasks is reported
in Fig. 2. For the accuracy of the feature recognition testing task, the
training of two weeks engendered a gradually increasing tendency across
training sessions (the main effect of the training session: F ¼ 18.48,
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected, p < 10�7). The subjects could almost
make correct responses for all the items in the final session (word-
learning group: 94%� 7%; object-learning group: 98% � 3%). The main
effect of subject group was not significant (F ¼ 2.45, p > 0.13). The
interaction between the training session and the subject group was also
nonsignificant (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected, F ¼ 2.38, p > 0.10). A
similar result pattern was also observed for the reaction time in the
feature recognition testing task and the accuracy in the feature genera-
tion testing task. Note that the reaction time in the generation task was
not analyzed here because this task needed to spend a long time to
complete, and reaction time on this task might not meaningfully reflect
subjects’ learning ability.

These results suggest that our subjects could successfully acquire
word and object identities for the novel figures before the second scan.
Their learning efficiency was not distinctive between the two learning
groups.
3.2. Word-learning effects in the whole brain

We performed a whole-brain two-way ANOVA: 2 training sessions
(pre vs. posttraining) * 2 subject groups (word-vs. object-learning group)
(FDR corrected, q< 0.05, cluster size> 30 voxels). The main effect of the
training session obtained eight survival clusters (Fig. 3). Five clusters
showed increased BOLD signal strength: bilateral precuneus (peak MNI
coordinates: 18 �57 27, t ¼ 7.25, 429 voxels), bilateral postcingulate
area (peak coordinates: 3 �3 42, t ¼ 4.41, 41 voxels), left inferior frontal
(peak coordinates: �36 33 12, t ¼ 4.92, 72 voxels), left supplementary
motor area (coordinates: �6 9 69, t ¼ 4.40, 47 voxels) and right middle
frontal area (peak coordinates: 33 48 27, t ¼ 4.62, 33 voxels). The other
three clusters presented decreased BOLD signal strength: the left inferior
Fig. 2. The training performance in two testing tasks. The x-axis is ordered by the inv
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occipital gyrus (peak coordinates: 45 �69 �3, t ¼ �5.78, 141 voxels),
right posteroinferior temporal area (peak coordinates: 45 �66 �6, t ¼
�5.86, 146 voxels), and right postCG (peak coordinates: 42 –33 42, t ¼
�5.86, 93 voxels). The strongest training effect was observed in the
bilateral precuneus. This region is localized in the posterior part of the
default mode network (DMN) (Raichle et al., 2001) and is associated with
successful recollections of previously processed items (Raichle, 2015). In
the present study, the region may contribute to a general recollection for
the learned figures regardless of the high-level features, while other
significant areas may be involved in the general learning effect, such as
the ventral area for visual familiarity and the frontal area for executive
control.

However, no significant effect was found in the main effect of the
subject group and the subject group * testing session interaction (FDR q
> 0.05 or cluster size < 30 voxels).
3.3. Activation intensity in language ROIs

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the results of voxelwise univariate analysis for
activation intensity in the VWFA and other language ROIs, respectively.

The VWFA. The original-sized individual VWFA ROI (mean MNI
coordinates of peak points: x ¼ �42.81 � 4.99, y ¼ �59.08 � 8.77, z ¼
�15.69 � 3.09) (Fig. 4A) was close to the classic VWFA in the literature
(MNI coordinates: �45, �57, �12; Cohen et al., 2000; Lerma-Usabiaga
et al., 2018). Furthermore, the coordinate values of the VWFA peaks
between the two subject groups were insignificantly different in all three
directions (word-learning group: �42.75 � 3.86, �58.50 � 10.35,
�15.25 � 3.49; object-learning group: �42.75 � 6.23, �59.00 � 9.73,
�16.50 � 2.88; ps > 0.30). Similarly, the cluster sizes of the VWFA also
had no significant group difference (27.00 � 18.16 voxels vs. 27.50 �
20.83 voxels; p > 0.95). These results demonstrate that the original
VWFA ROI defined by our localizer fMRI data was reliable and homog-
enous between the two subject cohorts.

In the above original-sized individual VWFA ROI, the activation in-
tensity (i.e., BOLD PSC value) for viewing the 16 figures significantly
decreased when the figures were learned as a word identity (pretraining:
2.08� 1.29; posttraining: 1.39� 1.04; t¼�3.81, p< 0.003). In contrast,
the PSC value did not change when the figures were learned as an object
identity (pretraining: 2.09 � 1.11; posttraining: 1.76 � 0.95; t ¼ 1.20, p
> 0.25). There was no significant interaction between training session
and subject group (F ¼ 1.26, p > 0.25; Fig. 4B). Furthermore, the PSC
value of posttraining in the ROI was significantly correlated with the
behavioral reaction time in the final session during the feature matching
task when the novel stimuli had been learned as words (r ¼ �0.65, p <

0.03) but not as objects (r ¼ �0.01, p > 0.70). However, the correlations
of word learning were not significant for the behavioral accuracy in the
two testing tasks (r¼�0.41 and 0.29, ps> 0.15). These null results might
be because the accuracies in the two tasks were so high (word learning:
94% � 7%; object learning: 97% � 3%) that they had not enough vari-
ation to yield obvious correlations with brain signal.
erted time from the last testing. The error bars represent the standard deviations.



Fig. 3. The main effects of training (pretraining vs. posttraining) in the whole-brain ANOVA.
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Furthermore, the effects observed in the above original-sized indi-
vidual VWFA were maintained well when the VWFA was used as
spherical individual VWFA with 6-mm–, 9-mm– or 12-mm–radius. The
difference in the PSC values between the pre- and posttraining sessions
was still significant for word learning in the new ROIs (t ¼ �3.76 to
�3.62; ps < 0.004) but not for object learning (t ¼ �1.01 to �0.50; ps >
0.30) or for the interaction between the two groups (F ¼ 1.57 to 2.11; ps
> 0.15). The PSC value during the posttraining in each spherical ROI was
also significantly correlated with the reaction time of the final session in
the feature matching task for the word-learning group (r ¼ �0.81 to
�0.67, ps < 0.02) but not the object-learning group (r ¼ �0.08 to 0.03,
ps > 0.80). Other behavior-brain correlations were also nonsignificant (r
¼ �0.32 to 0.26, ps > 0.30). We illustrate only the results of the 9-mm
sphere for simplicity (Fig. 4B and C), and it is also true for the
following result presentation at the individual subject level since the
result patterns of the spherical VWFA ROIs across the three different sizes
were highly similar.

For the three literature-based VWFA ROIs, the main effects of training
session for activation intensity in each ROI were significant or marginally
significant for word-training subjects (aVWFA: t ¼ �1.97, p < 0.075;
cVWFA: t ¼ �2.77, p < 0.015; pVWFA: t ¼ �4.45, p < 0.001) but
nonsignificant for object-training subjects (ts ¼ �1.19 to �0.12, ps >

0.25). The training session and subject group interaction was marginally
significant in the pVWFA (F ¼ 3.71, p < 0.07) but not significant in the
other two ROIs (aVWFA: F¼ 0.96, p> 0.30; cVWFA: F¼ 1.36, p> 0.25).
However, the activation intensity in these VWFA ROIs was not signifi-
cantly correlated with the behavioral performance in the final testing
session for each subject group (ps > 0.30).

In summary, we observed that the learning of a nonsense word-unlike
new shape to have a word identity selectively changed the activation
intensity in the VWFA. The learning ability of subjects could predict the
activation intensity of the region. Namely, the activation level of the
VWFA could be modulated by the language-identity learning experience
for unfamiliar stimuli irrespective of their external shapes.

Other language ROIs. Following the approach of Vinckier et al.
(2007), the language ROIs were extracted as the clusters in the left
hemisphere, which showed a higher activation intensity for viewing
words than line-drawing objects in our localizer fMRI data (FDR
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corrected, q < 0.05; cluster size > 20 voxels). We obtained five clusters:
the left anterior temporal lobe (ATL; center coordinate: �51 0 –6; 92
voxels), posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG; center coordinate: 51
�52 15; 87 voxels), precentral gyrus (preCG; center coordinate: �60
0 21; 71 voxels), postcentral gyrus (postCG; center coordinate: 48 �12
45; 116 voxels), and supplementary motor area (SMA; center coordinate:
�3 0 63; 114 voxels). Word-feature learning for the 16 nonsense stimuli
induced increased BOLD PCS values in three ROIs (pSTG: �0.01 � 0.50
vs. 0.51� 0.59, t¼ 2.66, p< 0.025; postCG: 0.60� 0.64 vs. 1.28� 0.56,
t ¼ 2.89, p < 0.015; SMA: 0.50 � 0.66 vs. 1.33 � 0.64, t ¼ 3.26, p <

0.007) but not in the other two ROIs (ATL: �0.25 � 0.71 vs. �0.04 �
0.64, t¼ 1.22, p> 0.20; preCG: 0.20� 0.46 vs. 0.34� 0.56, t¼ 0.66, p>
0.50). In contrast, object-feature learning for the stimuli did not give rise
to a significant change in the PCS value in any ROIs (t ¼ 0.25 to 1.77; ps
> 0.10). Among these ROIs, only the postCG showed a marginally sig-
nificant interactive effect between the subject group and training session
(F ¼ 3.40, p < 0.08; other ROIs: Fs < 2.27, ps > 0.14). These results
indicate that word-feature learning improved the activation level in three
high-level language regions (i.e., the left pSTG, postCG, and SMA).
3.4. Activation pattern in language ROIs

Fig. 6 displays the results of activation pattern in language ROIs.
The VWFA ROI. For each of the six spherical ROIs (three from the

individual level, three from the literature), the correlation coefficients of
the activation pattern in the ROI between viewing novel figures and real
words were marginally significant in the posterior VWFA (t ¼ 2.03, p <

0.07), 6-mm-radius individual ROI (t ¼ 2.08, p < 0.07) and 12-mm-
radius individual ROI (t ¼ 1.96, p < 0.08). Object identity learning
showed a significant or trending decrease from pretraining to post-
training in all three individual ROIs (6-mm-radius: t ¼ 1.84, p < 0.10; 9-
mm-radius: t ¼ 2.36, p < 0.04; 12 mm-radius: t ¼ 2.39, p < 0.04). The
training session * subject group interaction did not reach the significance
level for any ROIs (Fs < 0.38, ps > 0.50). This suggests that the learning
for novel figures might enlarge the difference of activation pattern be-
tween new figures and real words in the ventral visual cortex in both
conditions.

Other language ROIs. Word-identity learning caused a significant



Fig. 4. The VWFA ROIs obtained by different approaches and the training effects on activity in the ROIs. In Figure C, the gray lines show the trend of PSC from pre-to
posttraining scans for each subject, and the error bars show the standard error (s.e.m). *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01. In Figure C, the shadow shows the 95% confidence
interval of the fitted line. ACC ¼ accuracy; FGT ¼ feature generation testing; FRT ¼ feature recognition testing; PSC ¼ percent signal change; ROI ¼ region of interest;
RT ¼ reaction time; VWFA ¼ visual word form area.
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increase in the correlation coefficients of the activation pattern between
novel figures and real words in the left SMA (pretraining: 0.46 � 0.19;
posttraining: 0.55 � 0.26; t ¼ 2.40, p < 0.04), the postCG (pretraining:
0.32� 0.32; posttraining: 0.58� 0.25; t¼ 3.46, p< 0.005), and the pSTG
(pretraining: 0.21 � 0.27; posttraining: 0.39 � 0.26; t ¼ 2.56, p < 0.03).
The correlation coefficients did not obviously change in the other two
regions (ts ¼ 0.75 and 1.27, ps > 0.45). Object-feature learning did not
elicit any significant change in the correlation coefficients in each ROI (ts
¼ 0.14 to 0.79, ps > 0.50). The interaction between training session and
subject group was significant in the postCG (F¼ 5.63, p< 0.03) but not in
the other four ROIs (Fs ¼ 0.004 to 1.66, p > 0.20). These results
demonstrate that language experience acquisition for a novel figure made
the activation in the language regions (the left SMA, postCG, and pSTG)
not only higher but also more similar to the activation elicited by a real
word.
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3.5. Connectivity strength between the VWFA and other language ROIs

The above analyses have revealed that the word-identity acquisition
for novel figures selectively modulated the activation intensity/pattern in
both the VWFA and other high-level language regions. PPI analysis here
further explored whether this word-learning selectivity also occurred in
the functional connectivity strength between the VWFA and the language
ROIs (Fig. 7). For the individual spherical VWFA, the word learning for
novel figures led to a significantly increased functional connectivity
strength of this region with the left pSTG (pretraining: 0.25 � 0.45,
posttraining: 0.48 � 0.47; t ¼ 2.32, p < 0.05) but not with each of the
other four language ROIs (ts ¼ �0.62 to 0.83, ps > 0.40). The object
learning for the figures caused marginally significant increases in the
connection strength of the VWFA with the left pSTG (t ¼ 1.97, p < 0.08)
and SMA (t ¼ 2.18, p < 0.06) but not the other three ROIs (ts ¼ 0.79 to



Fig. 5. The training effects on activity in the language ROIs. The ROIs (yellow patches) were defined by the contrast of words versus objects (FDR corrected q < 0.05,
cluster size > 50 voxels). The gray lines show the trend of PSC from pre-to posttraining scans for each subject, and the error bars show the standard error (s.e.m). *: p
< 0.05; **: p < 0.01. FDR ¼ false discovery rate; PSC ¼ percent signal change; ROI ¼ region of interest.

Fig. 6. Results of the MVPA in the language ROIs. Each bar represents the correlation coefficient of PSC values of the voxels in the area across subjects between
viewing novel training figures (pretraining or posttraining) and real stimuli (words or objects). The gray lines show the trend in correlation coefficients from pre-to
posttraining scans for each subject, and the error bars show the standard error (s.e.m). *: p < 0.05. MVPA ¼ multivoxel pattern analysis; PSC ¼ percent signal change;
ROI ¼ region of interest.

Fig. 7. Results of psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis for the connection strength between the VWFA and other language ROIs. Each line represents the
paired-sample t value between pre- and posttraining PPI connectivity between the VWFA and the language ROI. The solid and dashed lines denote the positive and
negative values, respectively. The width of the line reflects the absolute value of the value. The lines that point to two connections in two training groups indicate the
interactive effect between training groups and training sessions. ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05, #: p < 0.10.
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1.13, ps > 0.25). The interaction between training session and subject
group was not significant for any connection between the VWFA and
each of the other five language ROIs (Fs ¼ 0.004 to 1.46, p > 0.20).

For the three literature-obtained VWFA ROIs, the word learning for
novel figures gave rise to a gradually reduced tendency for the functional
connection strength along the posterior-to-anterior direction. For the
connection between the VWFA and the left pSTG, a significant increase in
strength occurred in the pVWFA (t ¼ 4.57, p < 0.001), followed by the
cVWFA (t ¼ 2.26, p < 0.05) and the aVWFA (t ¼ 1.87, p < 0.09). Simi-
larly, for the VWFA-postCG connection, a significant strength increase
was present only in the pVWFA (t¼ 3.35, p< 0.01) and not in the cVWFA
(t ¼ 0.93, p > 0.35) or aVWFA (t ¼ 0.74, p > 0.45). For the VWFA-SMA
connection, we observed only a marginally significant strength increase
in the pVWFA (t ¼ 2.13, p < 0.06) but not for the cVWFA (t ¼ 1.21, p >

0.25) and aVWFA (t ¼ 1.48, p > 0.16). The strength of other connections
did not significantly change from word learning (ts ¼ �1.17 to 1.34, p >
0.25). In contrast, the object learning for novel figures did not change the
strength of connectivity between the VWFA and the language ROIs (ts ¼
0.05 to 1.71, p > 0.10). More importantly, word learning induced more
significantly increased connectivity strength of the pVWFA with the
pSTG (F ¼ 5.83, p < 0.03) and postCG (F ¼ 3.70, p < 0.07) than object
learning for the same figure.

These results indicate that word-identity acquisition for a meaning-
less shape not only increased the activation level of the three language
regions themselves (i.e., the left pSTG, postCG, and SMA) but also
enhanced the connection strength between each of those regions and the
VWFA.

4. Discussion

The word-processing selectivity of the VWFA has been speculated to
originate from bottom-up physical information, i.e., the word-like
physical shape of stimuli (shape hypothesis), or from top-down linguis-
tic information, i.e., feedback connectivity from high-level language re-
gions (connectivity hypothesis) (Hannagan et al., 2015). To examine the
two hypotheses, we trained two groups of subjects to associate the same
word-unlike meaningless figures with the high-level word or object
features. We observed that word-feature learning for the figures elicited
changes in neural activation intensity and pattern in the VWFA. More-
over, the word-learning efficiency of the subjects could successfully
predict the activation intensity of this area after training. Word-learning
effects were also observed in three high-level language areas (the left
pSTG, postCG, and SMA). Furthermore, this word learning increased the
strength of functional connectivity between the VWFA and the language
regions. The growth of connection strength presented a gradual declining
tendency from posterior to anterior along the VWFA. In contrast,
object-feature learning did not result in obvious activity changes in the
language regions. These findings demonstrate that the neural activation
of the VWFA can be modulated by the linguistic information acquisition
of visual stimuli independent of their physical shape, providing sup-
portive evidence for the connectivity hypothesis.

4.1. The role of the VWFA in reading

Although previous training studies have found the selective activation
of the VWFA for a new stimulus that was learned as a word, the stimulus
had a word shape (e.g., foreign words; Xue et al., 2006; Song et al., 2012;
Brem et al., 2014) or was learned as a real actual native word even
though its shape was unlike a word (e.g., face, house, building, and
meaningless figure; Song et al., 2010, 2012; Moore et al., 2013; Martin
et al., 2019). In these situations, it is difficult to differentiate whether the
activity change in the VWFA for a trained stimulus was from the word
shape of the stimulus itself, the word physical shape of the native word,
or language experience acquisition. Furthermore, the studies always
merely considered the training change in the VWFA in the word domain
without contrasting the change with that in other domains (e.g., objects).
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It is unclear whether the VWFA change was domain-general rather than
word-specific. The current study trained subjects to learn identical
nonsense word-unlike shapes to a word identity or an object identity.
This training should control for the influence of the stimuli shape and
actual words or objects. Moreover, we found that the VWFA change
occurred only in word learning and not in object learning, suggesting the
word specificity of the change. This could be interpreted by considering
that the formation of a word-specific domain in the VWFA might be
determined by the connectivity fingerprint of this area (Hannagan et al.,
2015; Saygin et al., 2016; Spunt and Adolphs, 2017; Chen et al., 2019),
and its activation changes might come from linguistic feedback infor-
mation, which is transformed from high-order language regions that
connect to the VWFA.

We also found that the VWFA ROIs at different cerebral locations
presented distinctive sensitivity for word learning. First, the BOLD PSC
value of the posttraining session in the individual-based VWFA ROIs
showed a significant correlation with the behavioral performance of
word-feature training, while the correlation was not significant in the
three literature-based VWFA ROIs. This is likely because the literature-
based ROIs could not capture sufficient behavioral-related neutral sig-
nals in our subjects. Second, the strongest word-learning effects for
functional connectivity occurred in the posterior VWFA among the three
literature-based VWFA ROIs (see Fig. 7). The posterior region has been
argued to engage in letter-level information processing (Vinckier et al.,
2007; Turkeltaub et al., 2008) and to play a critical role in visual feature
extraction for visual stimuli (Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 2018). In our study,
subjects associated a single stimulus with a bisyllabic pseudoword. This
might need to combine the two syllables into a word identity. Each of the
components was processed similar to a letter. It is possible that the region
transferred the visual information of the stimuli to the language regions
(i.e., the left pSTG, postCG, and SMA), and in turn, the syllabic infor-
mation in the language regions was returned as feedback to the posterior
VWFA. In contrast, the anterior part of the VWFA exhibited a relatively
weak effect on word-identity learning. This may be because the anterior
part began to process a whole word identity and received only feedback
information about the word identity from the language regions.

4.2. Other language regions

Consistent with the connectivity hypothesis (Hannagan et al., 2015;
Saygin et al., 2016; Spunt and Adolphs, 2017), we observed that the
acquisition of language knowledge for novel figures also selectively
induced increased activation magnitude in three language areas (the left
pSTG, postCG and SMA) and a more similar activation pattern to that of
read words. This indicates that word-feature learning for novel stimuli is
involved in a large-scale brain network including the VWFA. Indeed, a
rich body of literature has documented that these three language regions
are critical nodes in the language dorsal pathway (Fedorenko and
Thompson-schill, 2014; Price, 2012; Schlaggar and Mccandliss, 2007).
They are responsible for processing pronunciation, articulation or
grammatical information (Jobard and Crivello, 2003; Turkeltaub et al.,
2003; Price, 2012; Wu et al., 2012). Given that the learned high-level
language features in the present study were related to pronunciation
and word class, the language areas might be involved in processing the
phonetic features, automatic articulation, or grammatical information of
figures. Moreover, this information can be used as a feedback source to
assist the more efficient recognition of visual stimuli in the VWFA.

4.3. Feedback modulation of language areas to the VWFA

Although the present study could not provide direct evidence for the
feedback flow from high-level language regions to the VWFA area, we
found that the activation of the VWFA was modulated by high-level
features of language. One possible account is that the activation in this
area can be modulated by high-order linguistic properties such as
phonology and semantics (Price and Devlin, 2011; Whaley et al., 2016),
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and that the location of the VWFA is the interactive interface between
visual feedforward and high-level language feedback flows (Price and
Devlin, 2003, 2011; Carreiras et al., 2014). Recent tractographic studies
have also revealed that the VWFA has strong structural white-matter
connections with high-level language areas, such as perisylvian lan-
guage areas, inferior frontal areas and the posterior superior temporal
region (Bouhali et al., 2014; Schotten et al., 2014; Hannagan et al.,
2015). Moreover, intracranial electroencephalography (EEG) studies
have reported strong functional connectivity between the ventral visual
cortex and high-level language areas during word processing (Thesen
et al., 2012; Vidal et al., 2012; Whaley et al., 2016). In our experiment,
the activation of the VWFA could have possibly been regulated by
high-level language information resulting in selective effects in the
word-identity learning group.

Note that the present study merely provided supportive evidence for
the connectivity hypothesis of the VWFA. This does not mean that we
disproved the shape hypothesis. In other words, the emergence of the
VWFA in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex might be a consequence of
the innate connectivity of the area with other language regions or of the
interaction between the connectivity and physical visual shape of the
stimuli.

4.4. Learning effects related to objects

Although our subjects could learn equivalently well regarding word
and object identities in behavioral performance (Fig. 2), we observed
significant brain signal changes only for word learning and not for object
learning. The weak effects of object learning in neural subtracts might be
due to the following reasons. First, we mainly investigated the learning
effects in language ROIs, which led to the weak effects in the ROIs. The
object-learning effects might become stronger in object ROIs. Second, our
stimuli were trained into a specific category of words or into the general
category of many types of objects (e.g., tool, arbitrarily manipulated
object, nonmanipulable object, animal, and building) (Mahon et al.,
2009). The ambiguous category specificity for objects led to the impre-
cise involvement of the cerebral cortices. Third, the method of learning
knowledge (i.e., written visual description) was more similar to that of
new word learning but not new object learning. The word-described
features for object learning might also activate the brain network of
word processing in addition to that of object processing. As a result, the
neural difference of the learning effects between the two categories
might be reduced. Finally, representational feature types of words are
fewer than those of objects. The learning of two types of stimuli led to
more exact representations for the learned words than for the learned
objects. These reasons need to be clarified in future research.

4.5. Limitations

The current study has at least the following limitations. First, the
words and objects were learned using two different subject groups, and
the difference in subjects might confound the learning effects between
words and objects. Hence, the observed effects in the present study need
to be further verified by within-subject design studies in the future.
Second, we failed to observe a double dissociation between the two
learning groups in brain activity. Even the word-learning effects were not
very strong. This might be due to our training paradigms, analysis ap-
proaches, the low number of subjects in each training group (n ¼ 13), or
short training duration (approximately 5 h). Finally, our training pro-
cedure for novel materials was rigid and included a few types of trained
features. Our results should be validated by adopting a more flexible
training procedure with more feature types.

5. Conclusion

To investigate what causes the appearance of the VWFA, we adopted
a feature-based associative learning paradigm to train subjects to learn
10
meaningless word-unlike figures as words or objects. We observed that
word-feature but not object-feature learning could modulate the activa-
tion magnitude of the VWFA and higher-order areas (i.e., the left pSTG,
postCG, and SMA) and the functional connectivity strength between
these regions. Moreover, the growth of connection strength presented a
gradual increasing tendency from the anterior to posterior axis along the
VWFA. These identified a language network connecting to the VWFA that
could be activated by language experience acquisition independent of
stimuli shape. In other words, the emergence of the VWFA might be
triggered by the feedback information from high-level language regions
that are innately connected to it. This offers important insights into the
underlying neural principles of word processing in the ventral occipito-
temporal cortex.
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